Abstract. High-performance computational resources and distributed systems are crucial for the success of real-world language technology applications. The novel paradigm of general-purpose computing on graphics processors (GPGPU) offers a feasible and economical alternative: it has already become a common phenomenon in scientific computation, with many algorithms adapted to the new paradigm. However, applications in language technology do not readily adapt to this approach. Recent advances show the applicability of quantum metaphors in language representation, and many algorithms in quantum mechanics have already been adapted to GPGPU computing. SQUALAR aims to match quantum algorithms with heterogeneous computing to develop new formalisms of information representation for natural language processing in quantum environments.
Introduction
Quantum mechanics is a very successful scientific theory for making predictions about systems with inherent ambiguity in them. That natural language bears similarities with such a system is at least plausible. Recent advances in theory and experimentation to apply quantum mechanics to non-quantum domains include the use of quantum algorithms to address, or to more efficiently solve, problems in such domains (including contrasts between classical vs. quantum methods), such as applications of artificial intelligence, information retrieval, and language modelling.
The quantum metaphor promises improved methodologies to capture the subtleties and ambiguities of human language, resulting in optimised algorithms for text processing. The purpose of SQUALAR is to investigate methods borrowed from the field of quantum mechanics in a wide range of large-scale language technology applications by seeking a match between quantum algorithms and heterogeneous computing.
To this end, a scalable environment is a must. Latest trends indicate the rise of a heterogeneous platform in which multi-core central processing units (CPUs) and graphics processing units (GPUs) work together in a distributed-memory parallelism. CPU-based parallelism has been utilized for decades, and while not without its own problems, it is a mature field and multicore CPUs enable developing faster algorithms with reasonable effort. In this paradigm, there is a considerable overhead on dividing the problem, distributing the bits along a small number of CPU cores, then collecting and merging results. This type of parallelism is available in a wide range of programming languages, although the source code needs to be modified to some extent. GPU-based parallelism is a completely different approach. The overhead of splitting the work is minimal, the number of cores is massive, but the kind of computations that can be split is limited to a simple, single-pass operation. This heterogeneous computing environment has to be studied at different levels to find scalable implementations: low-level linear algebra, numerical methods, kernel methods and manifold learning are candidates for testing, as well as higher level load distribution such as MapReduce [1] . The constraints are as follows:
-Text processing is typically a data-intensive task, and several distributed algorithms have been proposed to deal with large-scale collections on a grid or in a cloud computing environment. MapReduce 1 was originally developed to this end, and mature libraries, such as Cloud9, are readily available [2] . Other libraries, such as Mahout 2 , facilitate the development of complex language technology applications. -General-purpose computing on the GPU requires considerable effort from developers. Initial results in text processing, however, indicate that the improvement in execution time can be considerable [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . -Quantum methods, on the other hand, rely on linear algebra and other numerical libraries, many of which have already been optimized to utilize the power of GPUs [8] [9] [10] [11] .
SQUALAR intends to bring the best of two worlds together. By bridging data-intensive text processing with sophisticated quantum modelling of languages, we expect to see major advances in language technology.
The challenges, however, are far from trivial. The major frameworks of GPGPU programming, CUDA and OpenCL, require wrapping in Java, which is the environment of Hadoop, the most mature open source MapReduce implementation. This paper offers an insight on the initial stage of our ongoing investigation. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines what we mean by heterogeneous computing: a distributed system of nodes which are equipped with multicore CPUs and GPUs. Section 3 gives a very short overview of quantum approaches in language processing, with a focus on methods that have the potential for acceleration. Section 4 discusses how we intend to bridge heterogeneous computing and these quantum approaches, and finally Section 5 concludes our paper.
Heterogeneous computing
Heterogeneous computing aims to combine the parallelism of traditional multicore CPUs and GPU accelerator cores to deliver unprecedented levels of performance [12] . While the phrase typically refers to single node, a distributed environment may be constructed from such heterogeneous nodes.
CPUs excel in running single-threaded processes, or in multithreaded applications in which a thread often consists of fairly complicated sequential code. Graphics processors are ideally suited for computations that can be run on numerous data elements simultaneously in parallel. This typically involves arithmetic on large data sets (such as matrices) where the same operation can be performed across thousands of elements at the same time. This is actually a requirement for good performance: the software must use a large number of threads. The overhead of creating new threads is minimal compared to CPUs that typically take thousands of clock cycles to generate and schedule, and a low number of threads will not perform well on GPU [13] . The decomposition and scheduling of computation among CPU cores and GPUs are not trivial even on a single node [14] [15] [16] , and the task is even more complicated for clusters [17] . In order to issue work to several GPUs concurrently, a program needs the same number of CPU threads, each with its own context. All inter-GPU communication takes place via host nodes. Threads can be lightweight (pthreads, OpenMP, etc. [18] ) or heavyweight (MPI [19] ). Any CPU multi-threading or message-passing API or library can be used, as CPU thread management is completely orthogonal to GPGPU programming. For example, one can add GPU processing to an existing MPI application by porting the compute-intensive portions of the code without changing the communication structure [20] . However, the efficient utilisation of all CPU and GPU cores remains an open question.
While research is being carried out to develop the formal foundations of efficient scheduling and decomposition in multiple heterogeneous nodes, GPU-based clouds are becoming available 34 , and initial investigations have been carried out to develop an efficient MapReduce framework [21, 22] . Like OpenMP and MPI, MapReduce provides an abstraction, a means to distribute computation without burdening the programmer with the details of distributed computing; however, the level of granularity is different [2] . These frameworks are mostly designed to deal with processor-intensive problems and have only rudimentary support for dealing with very large amounts of input data. The strength of MapReduce is data-intensive distributed parallel processing on a massive scale [1] . The potential of combining a data-intensive cloud-based approach with the compute-intensive GPGPU paradigm for sophisticated, large-scale natural language processing is enormous.
Quantum approaches in language processing
Metaphors of quantum theory in linguistic applications arose over the last decade [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The vector space model of information retrieval was first adopted largely because it allowed for a naturally continuous 'relevance score' by using the cosine dissimilarity, as opposed a mere binary decision between relevant and irrelevant documents. In a similar fashion quantum mechanics yields a continuous probability that a particular event will be observed, a feature making it useful to reflect on possible similarities with natural language [24] . Moreover, it appears likely that quantum interaction would be of a type where the context of the interaction itself must be incorporated into the model. For example, a measurement in a quantumscale system will have an impact on the result. If the system is displaying contextual behaviour such as natural languages, then a quantum approach often incorporates this behaviour very naturally [29] .
Quantum phenomena in languages may be present at different levels. At sub-word level, terms and documents can be regarded as linear combinations of their semantic features [30] , which can account for semantic priming [31] .
At word level, a word in semantic space may be likened to a quantum particle. In the absence of context it is in a superposed state, it is a collection of all the possible meanings of the word: ρ = p 1 ρ 1 + . . . + p m ρ m , where ρ is the word in the semantic space as a density matrix, and each i is a basis state representing one of the m senses of the word and the probabilities p i sum to unity. Encountering the word in context, however, gives rise to a 'collapse' of potential meanings onto an actual one. The context is modelled a projection operator which is applied to a given density matrix corresponding to the state of a word meaning resulting in its 'collapse' [32] .
Turning to combinations of words, at least two approaches offer solutions. One uses the operator algebra of quantum theory to construct a 'semantic calculus' [26, 33] . The other approach encodes word order relying on random indexing [34, 35] , using either permutation [36, 37] or circular convolution [31, 37] . The order can also be encoded by tensor product [25, 38] .
Using different units of analysis, quantum approaches find their way to applications, most notably: -Information retrieval: Vector space logic and quantum logic (Neumann algebra) are very similar [26] . In particular, negation has been investigated in depth in [24] . These models may allow new types of queries and also inference [39] . -Memory models: Two schools of memory models are relevant to quantum theory: matrix memory [40, 41, 32] , and convolution-correlation memory (holographic-like) [42, 43, 31] . Matrix models are not directly related to QT, but there can be a connection through Heisenberg's matrix mechanics, which was the first complete and correct definition of quantum mechanics. It is equivalent to the Schrödinger wave formulation of quantum mechanics, and is the basis of Dirac's bra-ket notation for the wave function. Matrix models can incorporate hierarchical sentence and paragraph representation [44] , bridging distributional and symbolic approaches [45] , encode location [46] , or include sense in a term-space approach [47, 48] . The other approach, convolution memory is particularly useful to encode syntactic information [49, 37] . -Semantic regions: Regions meant to solve the problem to be able to say that apple is a kind of fruit (apple is part of the fruit region), as opposed to modelling that apples and fruit have something to do with one another. Separating hyperspaces may define a semantic region [33] . As an alternative, [50] measures the distance between subspaces spanned by documents by projecting them into one another. -Spectral theory in mathematics is key to the success of as diverse application domains as quantum mechanics and methods of latent semantic analysis (LSA, [51] ) for language processing. In other words, both quantum mechanics and LSA rely on eigenvalue decomposition for the localization of their respective entities in observation space. This neglected fact, supported by a high number of papers in different disciplines describing the dynamic behaviour of documents and their index terms over time, points at some implicit "energy" inherent in them and in need of quantification. Prominently, theories of word meaning (contextual [52, 53] and referential [54, 55] ), currently used in applications trying to capture and exploit semantic content, fall back on quantities of qualities, but quite possibly miss the underlying framework. LSA is just one spectral approach in language representation: [32] demonstrate the quantum collapse of meaning using the hyperspace analogue to language (HAL, [56] ).
Methods and planned outcomes
With the above plethora of approaches available for testing, the fundamental task of SQUALAR is bridging scalable linear algebra and numerical methods that are widely used in scientific computing with the emerging theories in quantum interaction to enable practical, real-world language technology applications. The hardware and basic software infrastructure is what we described in section 2: a distributed system consisting of heterogeneous nodes which combine multicore CPUs and GPUs (top part of Figure 1 ). Since hardware virtualization is already at consumer level, the distributed system can be either a privately owned cluster or grid, or a high-performance computing cloud provided by a third-party.
Without going into details, algorithms in linear algebra are the most obvious candidates for acceleration on graphics hardware (middle part of Figure 1, left) . Vector space models of semantics can be implemented by accelerated BLAS libraries [8, 10] , including operator algebra for semantic inference [24, 26] . Matrix decompositions and dimension reduction that also play an important role in understanding semantics are currently limited to matrices of limited sizes [11] . Convolution, which plays an important part in encoding term positions [31, 37] , can be mapped to the frequency domain by Fourier transformation, where the operation simplifies to a simple multiplication. Fast Fourier transformation on GPUs is a classical area for acceleration [57] . More complex examples in accelerated quantum methods [58, 59] and related visualization [60] are awaiting appropriate metaphors in language processing.
Approaching from existing language processing algorithms, if a sufficient metaphor cannot be found or if the method does not lend itself If we focus on a single computer, we will be able to perform operations several folds faster, gaining new insights on language technology (bottom part of Figure 1, left) . By providing a high-level load balancing mechanism, the potential of compute and data-intensive processing can be released in a distributed environment for web-scale applications (bottom part of Figure 1 , middle). Some machine learning algorithms, such as support vector machines, have already been adopted to graphics hardware [61] . Combining these with the above, we gain powerful text mining applications (bottom part of Figure 1, right) . Since Information Retrieval has already began experimenting with a wide range of quantum theory based metaphors, this field has the most to benefit.
Conclusion
Whether language to some extent shares a conceptual framework with quantum mechanics, and if thereby some linguistic phenomena could be eventually modelled on physical ones, is a research question of interest to SQUALAR. We trust that by better mastering the match between quantum algorithms and GPU computing, web-scale applications will become feasible.
The fundamental tasks and challenges of the project are the following:
-Rephrasing natural language processing and text mining algorithms in quantum domain to use compute-intensive heterogeneous programming model; -Data and compute-intensive distributed and cloud computing applications with heterogeneous hardware; -Performance evaluation of heterogeneous hardware for natural language processing tasks; -Trade-offs of using scalable quantum models in language engineering; -Exploiting heterogeneous architectures to accelerate sophisticated language processing.
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